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This paper discusses potential changes for the architectural education in response to rapid environmental, economic and socio-political situations, globally and locally. Unpredictability and complexity of those changes on one side and increasing exclusion of architects in urban developments on the other side, are forcing us to rethink the role and purpose of architects and architecture in society in general. We started to question methodology and the substance of architectural education which would create professional architects that would be able to deliver and implement creative sustainable solutions. It is evident that the need for the sustainable architectural design, sensitive to environment and energy issues, has reached a critical level in both public and professional circles. However, the issue of social sensibility is still not adequately taken into consideration by professionals. We argue that it is a consequence of archaic academic curricula which must be changed in order to support a paradigm shift. This change would be from the “architect provider” to the “architect enabler”. As a result of this issue, we introduce a new educational methodology to support: (1) building student’s capacity for being engaged in collaborative design process, and (2) building bridges between the different disciplines in order to reach integral education.
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INTRODUCTION
New millennium came with new challenges for architecture as a profession: it has to transform and adapt itself in order to ensure a role with a greater relevance in a global search for sustainable solutions. How can teaching architecture prepare students and make them able to respond to these challenges? According to the UNESCO and International Union of Architects’ (UIA) Charter for Architectural Education the “architecture involves everything that influences the way in which the built environment is planned, designed, made, used, furnished, landscaped and maintained” and that “architectural education constitutes some of the most significant environmental and professional challenges of the contemporary world” (UIA, 2011:1). If so, how should the curricula be re-designed to accommodate a better understanding of consequences of climate change, rapidly urbanizing agglomerations, economic uncertainty, raising importance of technology, rural exodus, environmental degradation, inequalities and informal/illegal development? These issues cannot be addressed through a single profession so how can we best teach and prepare students to work in close cooperation with other professions? As said, on one side, we have to deal with the increasing complexity of the architects role (knowledge, skills, competence, etc.) and on the other with increasing exclusion of architects from built environment projects. How can architecture achieve better outcomes and avoid undesirable consequences for local communities under “globalized” conditions of uncertainty? Architectural education should encourage creativity, dialogue, inclusivity and critical thinking, but also a willingness and determination toward effective communication and collaboration. This article should be understood as a call for discussion and tries to contribute with ideas of some possible courses of changes in architectural education in order to reach that ideal.

NEW ISSUES OF IMPORTANCE
Changing perspective on architect’s role and position
There are different perspectives on architect’s role in the process of creating of space. Types and origin of ideas, values, knowledge, facts and attitudes embeded in spatial solutions depend on that perspective - understanding personal position and role in that process. Defining personal position and role in the process of creating/transforming of space/world is influenced by personal understanding of the world. In our opinion, today there are two parallelly existing philosophical positions serving as sources/startling points of contemporary architecture practices: (1) postmodernism:
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there are numerous perspectives of the world and there are no criteria for choosing one, true and real; and (2) reflexive modernism: a picture of the world is formed through interactions of different perspectives.

Because of the fear of error and unforeseeable consequences of acting, striving to achieve “one perspective and to conquer certain knowledge that is true and unchangeable” is natural (Stojnov, 2003:11). According to postmodern understanding of reality, this will never happen. Postmodern perspective contributed to relativisation of the existence of one set of measures of what is correct and offered “to people to learn that they can and that they should get decentred from their perspectives and understand that they are only one of many ways of designing the world (or a number of worlds) and that other perspectives are not necessarily heresies, misconceptions, sophistries or betrayals but huge treasure and necesserally heresies, misconceptions, ways of designing the world (or a number of worlds) and understand that they are only one of many ways of designing the world (or a number of worlds) and that other perspectives are not necessarily heresies, misconceptions, sophistries or betrayals but huge treasure and

Reflexive or interpretative modernism assumes that a picture of the world is created through interaction of several subjects, where each individual picture gets changed, confirmed or rejected in interaction with other subjective pictures. Interpretative approach assumes that “an individual is not isolated from others and that he lives in a complex network of social relations with others. It is through this network that culturological resources, such as ways of thinking, organization and ways of living, are developed, transformed, maintained and reproduced” (Geertz, 1983 and Labour, 1987 in Healey, 1997:44). Since architecture is a profession that influences and changes in various ways people, processes and spaces, we believe that it has to have rational reasons for the professional choices. Reflexive modernism stesses that the rational is confirmed in interaction with a given social context. Thus, the process of creating solutions has to be inclusive, i.e. capable of accepting the differences, and also to enable inclusion of non-scientific variables. This assumes joining of technical and scientific knowledge with moral principles and moral responses, which together create what we call a practical awareness and common sense.

Energy and environmentally but socially sensible design also

“Al Gore talked about the climate crisis .... You see, he's right. I mean, there is a major climate crisis.... But I believe there's a second climate crisis, which is as severe, which has the same origins, and that we have to deal with the same urgency. But this is a crisis of, not natural resources — though I believe that's true — but a crisis of human resources.” (Robinson, 2010). The topics of global warming, climate changes, energy efficiency and methods of protection and improvement of living and working environment are very present in professional and wider public. These topics are embedded in development documents of various levels of competence (Živković and Lalović, 2011), necessary laws have been passed, sub-laws and recommendations are being developed, and standards introduced on all levels of architectural activities from production of construction materials or software solutions (Lalović and Živković, 2011) to planning of spatial development. Education of architects in regard to these topics has obtained its initial inputs and the process of transformation has started. It is essential that a critical mass of those alarmed has been reached so that in the years to come we can expect a considerable professional progress in creation and implementation of environmentally sensible and energy efficient designs (Bajić Brković and Milaković, 2011). According to Al Gore (2010) we have at our fingertips all the tools necessary to overcome the climate crisis and that the only ingredient missing is collective will. Although there is a considerable space to improve the curriculum with the knowledge from these fields, the focus of this article is hereby transferred to the field that, as we believe, has been neglected in the process of education of architects: socially sensible design and socially active architects.

Current global economic crisis has made the gap between the poor and the rich even bigger, has increased the number of urban suburbs’ poor, unemployed and socially excluded inhabitants (Jokić and Petovar, 2009), has emptied some more villages, contributed to the degradation of the surrounding and has made social inequalities even more spatially visible. The gap between what millions of people need and what the current system of housing and building provides continues to grow (Fisher, 2008). This represents an urgent invitation to mobilize all those involved in development, including the architects. In the activities of architects, i.e. their education, some new approaches can be recognized as well as some new forms of macro and micro methods of interventions that can mitigate above mentioned social problems and trends.

“A growing movement among architects and their architectural practice(s) can be recognised. It has many different names, such as “architecture for humanity”, “public (interest) architecture”, “emergency architecture”, “architecture as activism”, “architecture for the other 90%” etc., but similar ideology – architects can help the poor, marginalized, powerless, vulnerable people (Smith, 2007). The common meaning is the search for architectural solutions that address the most basic needs of the population not traditionally served by architects. A large number of international funds and associations monitor and support the work of these architects, and a growing number of publications and university programs deal with this issue. The ideology of this architectural movement is a part of a broader ideological framework of socially and environmentally responsible architecture that is based on the following premises (Bell, Wakeford, 2008): some social and environmental problems can be solved by architecture; the main purpose of the architecture is improving the quality of life in community(ies); therefore, the subject of architecture are not only objects and spatial complexes, but the quality of life of individuals and communities in which they are placed; the meaning, purpose and quality of architecture cannot be considered without assessing the impact on the community.

The idea of socially active and responsible architecture is not new. The early modern movement possessed a clear sense of political engagement, and it envisioned broad societal change as a crucial and fundamental part of architectural practices. In 1950s, 1960s and 1970s several waves of socially and environmentally sensitive movements among architects occurred as part of broader awakening processes: social activism and civil rights movement in 1960s, environmental movements in the 1970s (concerns about pollution, waste disposal, energy resources, etc.) and 1980s anti-regulatory movement. They initiated a wide search for harmony between the inhabitants and their physical and socio-cultural environment and resulted in numerous human settlement concepts/proposals/solutions, different in size, needed technology, design methodology, etc. The main specific of new generation of socially active architects is focusing “on providing the benefits of architecture to
specific categories of people, those traditionally un-served by the profession: vulnerable, poor and marginalized people (Bell, 2003). In this case focus is on the architectural solutions to humanitarian crises. According to Bell and Wakeford (2008) this movement is moving from the margins into the mainstream: it is the architecture for the new era with new approaches to prefabrication, manufactured housing, and modular design, merging the roles of designer and developer with an enabler deeply committed to pro bono work.

“The approach to architecture which assumes architects waiting for a strong investor willing to invest in (often unnecessary luxurious) projects is a model that makes us wonder whether the profession is aware of the moment we are at right now. While on one side we are standing in line waiting to be chosen by a rich investor to bring into life some of their (or our own) dream designs, on the other side we are surrounded with the misery of millions living under extremely inadequate conditions, without proper apartments, schools, public and common areas” (Rajić, 2011). Is this a issue that concerns the practical work and education of architects or not? According to UIA (2011) it is: “There is still room for the development of new tasks for the profession when architects become aware of the increasing needs identified and possibilities offered in areas which have not, up to now, been of major concern to the profession...This is particularly true for those who are working in a developing context, where the architects could accept the role of an "enabler", rather than that of a "provider", and where the profession can meet new challenges....There is no doubt that an architect’s awareness, knowledge and concepts in to certain context and finding practical problem solutions. However, rapid changes in socially generated knowledge and/or changes in skills and methods and instruments for their mastering should have a direct impact on the way we conduct studio activities. Accordingly the foregoing, it is necessary to reconsider common studio design learning process, which in order to be practically effective should take form of collaborative and integrated learning and working.

Collaborative process: group learning and designing

The journals Design Intelligence and Almanac of Architecture and Design in the last 13 years have been researching the quality of schools for architects in the USA and adequacy of education of young professionals for practical needs. For the research done in 2001, 800 leading architectural companies in the USA were interviewed. The question referred to what kind of knowledge and values they wanted from young architects. Most of them answered that “We want students who think in a creative way... We don’t care much about their skills...we can help them develop their skills in the office” (Al-Qawasmi and Vasquez de Velasco, 2006: viii). Further on during the interview they were asked to identify the schools that in the previous five years had released the best educated people in their opinion. After getting an insight into the curricula of nominated best schools, the conclusion was that the only common denominator was “knowledge based design” curricula, i.e. the curricula based on the attitude that “field of architecture holds a knowledge base of its own”, therefore, “the solutions were generated exclusively from that base” (Al-Qawasmi and Vasquez de Velasco, 2006: ix). These results showed that in spite of their claim that they need employees “who think in a creative way”, these companies actually look for “those who can deliver sound product in time”, i.e. those who are efficient and effective rather in preparation of technical documentation than in making sustainable design solutions. In a similar research, today, 10 years later, leading schools of architecture tells us that their key commitments are: collaborative working methods, interdisciplinary approach, mastering communication and sharing skills: “These programs are graduating students who are able to tackle complex and difficult work, create and share knowledge, and invent new design solutions in their fields. The best students have the human skills and personal temperaments to collaborate at professional levels... Students learn not just technologies and craft but also leadership, judgment, and insight into changing contexts and upcoming challenges” (Cramer, 2011). This shift from “knowledge based design” to “interdisciplinary and collaborative design” implies that it is recognised that complex global problems require new ways of learning, thinking and working. Sustainable solutions cannot be generated only within one (architectural) profession but through active inter-professional cooperation. Additionally, every successful collaborative process creates a new resource for cooperation in other fields/problems/contexts of a given territory: “Participants develop new skills, build new networks, expand their activities and ambitions, learn that standards and structures can be adapted and changed with their mutual efforts” (Innes, 2004: x). In such processes the participants learn through single or multiple shifts in thinking – reevaluation and reformulation of initial interests they had when they started the dialogue (Innes and Booher, 2010:6). This is how creative solutions are reached, while the participants develop common meanings and new heuristics necessary for facing the problems and become more capable for realization of sustainable community development without instructions and directions of some authority in hierarchy: they become able to realize new ideas in practice, i.e. to introduce innovation. So, a collaborative process is not a process of bargaining and exchange that should lead to a compromise, but a process of searching for new solutions that represent mutually useful options.

Building architects’ collaboration skills

Commonly, schools of architecture curricula focus on the development of the students’ awareness, knowledge and abilities. These terms come from Bloom’s (Bloom, 1956:7) definition of educational objectives, according to which any given learning task favors one of three psychological domains: (1) Cognitive domain, revolves around knowledge, comprehension and critical thinking about a particular topic and deals with a person’s ability to process and utilize information in a meaningful way, (2) Psychomotor domain, involves manipulative or physical skills and (3) Affective domain, describes the way people react emotionally and their ability to feel another being pain or joy, it relates to the development of values, appreciation, empathy, opinions and attitudes that result from the learning process. The five major categories are listed from the simplest behavior to the most complex (Kratwohl, et al., 1973):

1. Receiving Phenomena: Awareness, willingness to hear; selected attention. Listen to others with respect.
2. Responding to Phenomena: Active participation on the part of the learners. Attends...
and reacts to a particular phenomenon. Learning outcomes may emphasize compliance in responding, willingness to respond, or satisfaction in responding (motivation).

3. Valuing: The worth or value a person attaches to a particular object, phenomenon, or behavior. This ranges from simple acceptance to the more complex state of commitment. A student demonstrates belief in the democratic process, sensitive towards individual and cultural differences, shows the ability to solve problems, proposes a plan to social improvement and follows through with commitment, informs other on matters that one feels strongly about.

4. Organization: Organizes values into priorities by contrasting different values, resolving conflicts between them, and creating an unique value system. The emphasis is on comparing, relating, and synthesizing values. A student recognizes the need for balance between freedom and responsible behavior, accepts responsibility for one’s behavior, explains the role of systematic planning in solving problems, accepts professional ethical standards, creates a life plan in harmony with abilities, interests, and beliefs.

5. Internalizing values: The behavior is pervasive, consistent, and most importantly, characteristic of the learner and it is driven by his value system. Instructional objectives are concerned with the general patterns of student’s adjustment (personal, social, emotional). A student shows self-reliance when working independently, cooperates in group activities (displays teamwork), uses a collaborative approach in problem-solving, accepts professional ethical standards, creates a life plan in harmony with abilities, interests, and beliefs.

In every educational process some affective domain objectives are realized, but these objectives, since not being specified in the curricula, can be found in so called “hidden” curricula (Roberts et al., 2006) that remain undocumented and thus unvalued in regard to those from the cognitive domain. According to the UIA the objective of the architectural education is to “develop the capacity in students to be able to conceptualize, design, understand and realize the act of building within a context of the practice of architecture which balances the tensions between emotion, reason and intuition, and which gives physical form to the needs of the society and the individual” (Charter, 2005).

**Integral design/studio: Crossing over and out of the discipline and sectoral borders**

“A number of symptoms conceal the general cause of the disorientation of education in today’s world: the loss of meaning and the universal hunger for meaning. A viable education can only be an integral education of the human being” (Nicolescu, 1999:1). Such integral education assumes the one that establishes “bridges between different disciplines”, i.e. where solutions are looked for and created through cooperation and teamwork of students and teachers of different disciplines. “The architecture is a discipline which draws knowledge from the humanities, the social and the physical sciences, technology, environmental sciences, the creative arts and the liberal arts* (UIA Charter, 2011), and in creation of architectural solutions it is necessary to achieve integration of all knowledge sources. According to Nicolescu (1999) the cooperative design studios help students distinguish the following:

1. Multidisciplinary work - assumes researching certain topics through several disciplines at the same time. Disciplines are being crossed, but such work improves each discipline individually, and objectives/results remain limited by the frame of each individual discipline.

2. Interdisciplinary work - assumes the transfer of methods from one discipline into the other. Different levels of interdisciplinary work can be distinguished – from the level of application, i.e. direct transfer of certain method from one discipline into the other to a so-called disciplinary big-bang, when due to the knowledge gained through such transfer of methods between disciplines certain new disciplines are formed.

3. Trans-disciplinary work - assumes that an object of research exists between, over and beyond all disciplines. The objective of trans-disciplinary work is to understand the world but with the assumption of the unity of knowledge: “… it is based on questioning, as well as on the rejection of all a priori answers and certitude contradictory to the facts. At the same time, it revalues the role of deeply rooted intuition, of imagination, of sensitivity, and of the body in the transmission of knowledge” (Nicolescu, 1999:2). Through integration of different disciplines in creating solutions we can reconcile effectiveness and affectivity, because sharing of knowledge is accompanied with a new tolerance grounded in trans-disciplinary work. It enables a comprehensive evaluation of the effects on surrounding, perception of life cycles of all components of the solution and provides a good basis for implementation of sustainable solutions. Three main work models can be distinguished, according the type and level of cooperative work in integral studio design, each one offering special learning opportunities for students of architecture:

1. Consultation model. Architecture students invite students from other disciplines to come to the studio, from time to time, as external consulting experts. This model is closest to the standard architecture practice. Result: Improved single disciplinary design.

2. Working at the same place model. Architecture and other disciplines students working side by side on the same project, each producing their own proposal. Result: Improved single disciplinary design.

3. “Real team” collaboration model. Students work in multidisciplinary teams, each encompassing architecture and other disciplines students to collaborate on joint individual projects, gaining as a result integral design. Inclusion of the students from various disciplines into the process of creating

---

**Figure 1. Options of working model in an integral studio - student teams differ in composition, i.e. type and level of cooperation. Key: arch: students of architecture improved their design through the process of consultation (model 1) or working side by side (model 2) with students of other profession, ci: students of civil engineering, l arch: students of landscape architecture, eco: students of ecology, etc.; mix: multidisciplinary teams of students (model 3).**

solutions requires a special pedagogical model that results in a particular type of learning situation. Collaborative model is successful in cherishing an interdisciplinary attitude, while simultaneously enabling creative design solutions and broaden social awareness (Lehman, 2006).

**CONCLUSION**

Key changes in contemporary architectural education should be generated from the shift in understanding of the role and the position of architects in the social processes. It is necessary to re-actualize social responsibility of architects and importance of their engagement in social life. Starting point should be redefinition of the quality of life values: relations among people, material, emotional and physical welfare, social inclusions, civil rights, possibilities of personal developments etc. An architect has to have a feeling of belonging to the community he works for. He has to understand the reciprocal link between himself, his actions and the context in which he works. In architectural education, both teachers and students should be socially aware and engaged people who perform a professional commitment to ethical practice on a daily basis. In that sense, development of effective psychological domain has great importance and should be included in the curricula.

An architect as a professional has to establish and interpret multiple relations within his/her working environment. These relations should not be only interpreted by scientific-technical language but also through socially recognized moral principles, values and ideas. The quality of architectural solutions should not be measured only in regard to achieved profit, fame or power, but first of all in regard to the improvements of the quality of life, not only of those the work has been done for, but all that are included or affected in the process of creating solutions, including the architect himself as well. This understanding of education and discipline indicates that viable solutions can be created only through an interdisciplinary and trans-disciplinary work and learning from each other.

Education of architects has to become a platform for enabling future effective and efficient collaboration between disciplines in dealing with the space. In order to achieve this, the broadening of the knowledge basis in curriculum is necessary, as well as the development of effective communication and collaboration skills. We believe that collaborative model of Integral design studio can be successful in fostering an interdisciplinary and trans-disciplinary capacities of students and in raising their social awareness, without limiting creativity and imagination.
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